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A B S T R A C T   

Extreme peak runoff forecasting is still a challenge in hydrology. In fact, the use of traditional physically-based 
models is limited by the lack of sufficient data and the complexity of the inner hydrological processes. Here, we 
employ a Machine Learning technique, the Random Forest (RF) together with a combination of Feature Engi-
neering (FE) strategies for adding physical knowledge to RF models and improving their forecasting perfor-
mances. The FE strategies include precipitation-event classification according to hydrometeorological criteria 
and separation of flows into baseflow and directflow. We used ∼ 3.5 years of hourly precipitation information 
retrieved from two near-real-time satellite precipitation databases (PERSIANN-CCS and IMERG-ER), and runoff 
data at the outlet of a 3391-km2 basin located in the tropical Andes of Ecuador. The developed models obtained 
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies varying from 0.86 to 0.59 for lead times between 1 and 6 h. The best performances 
were obtained for peak runoffs triggered by short-extension precipitation events (<50 km2) where infiltration- or 
saturation-excess runoff responses are well learned by the RF models. Conversely, the forecasting difficulty is 
associated with extensive precipitation events. For such conditions, a deeper characterization of the biophysical 
characteristics of the basin is encouraged for capturing the dynamic of directflow across multiple runoff re-
sponses. All in all, the potential to employ near-real-time satellite precipitation and the use of FE strategies for 
improving RF forecasting provides hydrologists with new tools for real-time runoff forecasting in remote or 
complex regions.   

1. Introduction 

The use of traditional physically-based models to forecast peak 
runoffs is either limited or leads to significant uncertainties for regions 
with complex biophysical characteristics (Clark et al., 2017). This is due 
to data scarcity and extreme spatio-temporal variability of the main 
runoff driving forces (precipitation, soil humidity, topographic features, 
etc.). And even with the increasing availability of Remote Sensing (RS) 
estimates, it remains mandatory a validation/correction with ground 
information before RS usage. Moreover, physically-based models suffer 
from overparameterization issues and intensive computation which 
prohibits short-term and near-real-time applications (Mosavi et al., 
2018; Young, 2002). To overcome these issues, the use of advanced 
data-driven (black-box) approaches such as Machine Learning (ML) has 

gained popularity among hydrologists (Bontempi et al., 2012; Chang 
et al., 2019; Corzo and Solomatine, 2007a; Elshorbagy et al., 2010; 
Galelli; Castelletti, 2013; Mosavi et al., 2018; Muñoz et al., 2021, 2018; 
Solomatine et al., 2009; Solomatine and Siek, 2006). 

In this sense, the use of ML represents both a challenge and an op-
portunity. First, the challenge is to select the optimal ML technique for 
peak runoff forecasting. Different ML methods have been used to explore 
better performance in conventional hydrological problems. It is common 
to find new studies using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Support 
Vector Machines (SVMs), and Random Forest (RF) (Bhattacharya and 
Solomatine, 2005; Dibike et al., 2001; Hosseini and Mahjouri, 2016; 
Mosavi et al., 2018; Muñoz et al., 2021, 2018; Solomatine and Dulal, 
2003; Tongal; Booij, 2018; Young et al., 2017). Comparisons between 
these techniques have demonstrated that RF produces promising results 
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in comparison to SVMs and ANNs, especially because RF is capable to 
deal with small size samples and complex data structures (Abda et al., 
2022; Galelli; Castelletti, 2013; B. Li et al., 2016; Papacharalampous and 
Tyralis, 2018; Solomatine and Dulal, 2003). Additional advantages of 
the RF are fewer parameters to calibrate, higher accuracies, robustness, 
overfitting reduction, and the possibility to interpret results through 
calculation of estimator importance (Biau and Scornet, 2016; Breiman, 
2001; Chen et al., 2004; Contreras et al., 2021; Muñoz et al., 2018, 2021; 
Orellana-Alvear et al., 2020; Tyralis et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2015). Yet, 
RF must be implemented in such a way that extreme events can be 
forecast, e.g., through extreme event-based modeling. 

Second, the use of ML techniques is a great opportunity for exploiting 
readily-available RS satellite imagery, especially for the cases where 
validation/correction is not possible due to a lack of ground monitoring 
networks. This is quite useful for complex regions such as the tropical 
Andes, with inexistent or insufficient ground precipitation networks for 
characterizing precipitation patterns (Ochoa-Tocachi et al., 2016; Roll-
enbeck and Bendix, 2011). Among multi-satellite precipitation products, 
we highlight the NASA Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM), Inte-
grated Multi-satellite Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) (Huffman et al., 
2015), and the Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Infor-
mation using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) (Hsu et al., 1997). 
IMERG and PERSIANN products offer quasi-global coverage, free access, 
and high spatiotemporal resolutions which have yielded a growing body 
of literature for hydrometeorological applications (Tang et al., 2016). 
Applications include tracking precipitation anomalies (Nguyen et al., 
2014; Sakib et al., 2021), precipitation early-warning systems (Sor-
ooshian et al., 2014), and flood forecasting and mapping (Belabid et al., 
2019; Nguyen et al., 2015). 

The combination of ML techniques and RS products can be used for 
understanding key hydrological processes, and for developing opera-
tional forecasting systems. For the first case, the forecasting task exploits 
all available information for characterizing multiple precipitation- 
runoff relations at different short-term lead times. Then, the gained 
insight can be used for operational hydrology, for instance, for the 
deployment of flash flood early warning systems where peak runoff 
reliability and timing are of utmost importance. In this study we attempt 
to address the first case, and set the basis for future development focused 
on operational hydrology. However, the controversy about ML in hy-
drology has raged unabated during the last decades because, in princi-
ple, black-box modeling does not explicitly represent the hydrological 
processes. And thus, any ML structural interpretation lacks physical 
knowledge, limiting major performance improvement and the repro-
ducibility of results (Elshorbagy et al., 2010). This controversy moti-
vates current studies to focus on ‘grey modeling’, i.e., the use of Feature 
Engineering (FE) strategies for adding physical knowledge of the func-
tioning of the system to enlighten the black-box and improve model 
performances. In practice, FE strategies can be used for input variable 
selection, and for processing initial input data either to modify (trans-
form) or create new features for facilitating the data ingestion process of 
ML algorithms. 

Several FE strategies have proven to be successful in hydrological 
modeling. For example, the use of object-based methods for deriving 
precipitation attributes from satellite imagery (Davis et al., 2006; Lav-
erde-Barajas et al., 2020, 2019; J. Li et al., 2016; Muñoz et al., 2021; 
Peña-Barragán et al., 2011; Vogels et al., 2020), runoff separation into 
subflow components (Corzo and Solomatine, 2007b; Tongal and Booij, 
2018a; Willems, 2009), exploitation of topographic characteristics 
(Huang and Lee, 2021), the addition of stream network information 
(Akhtar et al., 2009; Huang and Lee, 2021), or various ways of 
employing hydrological knowledge in choosing input attributes (Mor-
eido et al., 2021). 

Within this framework, this study addresses the knowledge gap in 
developing peak runoff forecasting models using non-validated near- 
real-time satellite products together with a combination of FE strategies 
for comprehending the functioning of a catchment for short-term lead 

times, and for improving the efficiency of RF models. The FE strategies 
selected are flow separation into baseflow and directflow, and 
precipitation-runoff event classification according to precipitation at-
tributes derived from satellite imagery. An additional objective is to 
unravel the influence of multiple precipitation-runoff responses through 
specialized runoff forecasting of the classified events. The proposed 
methodology is applied to a 3391-km2 basin located in the southern 
Andes of Ecuador, and for short-term lead times between 1 and 6 h to 
account for flash-floods. 

2. Study area and dataset 

2.1. Study area 

The Jubones basin is located in the tropical Andes of Ecuador, 
covering an area of 3391 km2 upstream of the Minas-San Francisco 
(MSF) hydroelectric dam (see Fig. 1). The MSF was constructed and 
started operating in late 2018. The elevation of the Jubones basin ranges 
between 1250 and 3920 m above sea level. The climatology of the basin 
is governed by local topography, the presence of the Andean mountain 
range, trade winds, and ocean currents from the Pacific Ocean. As a 
result, the spatial distribution of the climatology is very variable, 
depicting tropical to semi-arid climate according to the Köppen-Geiger 
classification (Peel et al., 2007). Mean annual precipitation in the basin 
ranges from 290 to 925 mm, and the mean annual temperature from 15 
to 28 ◦C (Hasan and Wyseure, 2018). 

The dataset comprises ∼ 3.5 years of hourly information on two 
variables, precipitation, and runoff for the period January 2019 to June 
2022. Precipitation data were retrieved from two near-real-time data-
bases, the IMERG-Early Run (ER), and the PERSIANN-Cloud Classifica-
tion System (CCS) products. Data were extracted at the finest temporal 
resolution and then aggregated to the hourly time step. Apart from inner 
satellite image processing, the most intuitive difference between both 
precipitation sources is their spatial resolution. The PERSIANN-CCS 
presents the highest spatial resolution for the study area (0.04◦, ∼ 4.4 
km), and it is the result of infrared imagery processing and cloud clas-
sification using artificial neural networks (Hong et al., 2004). Whereas 
the IMERG-ER delivers 30-min maps with a spatial resolution of 0.1◦ (∼
11.1 km) using an approach based on the interpolation of multiple mi-
crowave precipitation estimates. 

Fig. 2 compares hourly satellite precipitation measured by both 
satellite products in the Jubones basin, with mean (maximum) annual 
precipitation depths of 729 (1167) and 1532 (2759) mm, respectively. 
The mean annual precipitation differences of 803 and 1592 mm for the 
mean and the maximum precipitation are attributed to the aforemen-
tioned reasons. It is also worth noting the difference in the number of 
pixels (timeseries) obtained with each satellite product, 174 and 30 
pixels for the PERSIAN-CCS and the IMERG-ER, respectively. 

To date, no ground precipitation gauges are operating in the basin. 
However, a precipitation comparison can be done with the study of 
Hasan and Wyseure (2018) in the same basin. In that study, daily his-
torical data for the period 1982–1998 revealed mean annual precipita-
tion ranging from 471 to 1106 mm, which better agrees with the 
obtained PERSIANN-CCS information. Although it was not possible to 
perform an hourly validation of the satellite precipitation with ground 
measurements, this was not a limiting aspect since precipitation is 
merely an estimator of runoff when ML techniques are employed. 
Instead, we exploited the spatiotemporal variability of both precipita-
tion signals under the assumption that the overall bias of each of them 
remains constant for the study area. 

On the other hand, hourly runoff data was collected for a hydro-
logical station in the outlet of the basin, i.e., the entrance MSF hydro-
power dam (see Fig. 1). The runoff data for the period January 2019 to 
June 2022 were facilitated by the Corporación Eléctrica del Ecuador 
(CELEC EP, https://www.celec.gob.ec/), the company that manages the 
MSF hydropower dam. 
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3. Methodology 

Fig. 3 summarizes the methodology of this study. First, nearly- 
independent peak runoff events were selected, and the hourly runoff 
time series (total flow) was separated into baseflow and directflow series 
(Fig. 3a). Second, the precipitation imagery associated with peak events 
was processed using an object-based Connected Component Analysis 
(CCA) to extract key precipitation object attributes (Fig. 3b). The CCA is 
applied to the precipitation dataset following a modular approach. This 
means that the CCA is preferably applied to the finest spatial-resolution 
product (PERSIANN-CCS), and for the cases when no precipitation is 
detected by the PERSIANN-CCS, the CCA is applied to the supplemen-
tary IMERG-ER database. The precipitation attributes extracted from the 
CCA serve to classify multiple extreme precipitation-runoff events. 
Third, for the development of forecasting models, we employed two 
internal ML sub models, one for baseflow and the other one for direct-
flow, which were summed up to provide the total flow (Fig. 3c). Finally, 
we contrasted the performances of the developed forecasting models 
developed for increasing lead times and considering specialized models 
according to the classification of extreme events. A step-by-step expla-
nation of the proposed methodology is presented in the following 
subsections. 

3.1. Determination of nearly-independent peak runoff events and flow 
separation 

Extreme hydrological events were selected from the complete runoff 
time series by using the WETSPRO time series tool (Willems, 2009). The 
WETSPRO is based on a peak-over-threshold approach controlled by two 
parameters to be calibrated, the recession time and a peak height dif-
ference of two consecutive runoff events. For the flow separation task, 
the generalized Chapman filter technique was selected following the 
recommendations of Willems (2009) and Corzo and Solomatine 
(2007b). The flow filtering principle is based on a numerical digital filter 
implemented through a linear reservoir modeling concept. The flow 
separation method is also available within the WETSPRO tool. 

The calibration of the WETSPRO tool was done with the following 
parameter values. First, an inter-event time of 120 h, i.e., two consec-
utive events are considered nearly independent when separated by a 
period of at least 5 days. Secondly, a runoff maximum drop-down ratio 
of 0.6, which means that runoff, q, drops down in between two 
consecutive events to a ratio qmin

qmax
< 0.6). Based on the calibration, 81 

nearly-independent peak flow events could be delineated. Fig. 4a shows 
the obtained hourly baseflow and directflow time series together with 
the 81 peak flow events depicted as blue dots, while Fig. 4b plots the 

Fig. 1. The Jubones basin in the Tropical Andes of Ecuador, South America.Dataset.  

Fig. 2. Mean annual precipitation measured by the PERSIANN-CCS and the IMERG-ER satellite products for the study period from January 2019 to June 2022 
(Jubones basin, Ecuador). 
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exceedance probability of total flow 

3.2. Object-based method for deriving precipitation attributes 

The precipitation imagery corresponding to the selected peak runoff 
events was processed using the object-based CCA developed by Lav-
erde-Barajas et al. (2019). The CCA extracts precipitation attributes 
from RS data through a multidimensional connected component label-
ing algorithm. The extracted attributes provide a physical description of 
precipitation events (localization, centroids, area), and meteorological 
features (duration, volume, maximum intensity, etc.). 

Moreover, according to the modular approach for precipitation data 
acquisition, the IMERG-ER was used as a supplement dataset to the 
finest spatial resolution, the PERSIANN-CCS. For this, we applied a 
simple under-sampling technique. It consisted of dispersing the infor-
mation contained in a pixel into a number of subdivided pixels, i.e., the 

IMERG-ER cell of size 0.1 × 0.1◦ was converted into ∼ 6.4 cells with a 
resolution of 0.04 × 0.04◦. The CCA was implemented through the 
scikit-image processing package in Python® version 3.7 (van der Walt 
et al., 2014). The CCA is fully detailed in Laverde-Barajas et al. (2019), 
and can be summarized as follows:  

i. Precipitation retrieval of the selected peak runoff events, and 
imagery clipping to the Jubones basin (Fig. 5a).  

ii. Detection and localization (latitude, longitude, see Fig. 5b) of 
precipitation objects. For this, a detection sensitivity threshold is 
defined to remove noise and keep only clear precipitation objects 
in the precipitation imagery (Fig. 5c). The detection sensitivity 
was calibrated on a trial-and-error basis with a precipitation 
threshold volume of 0.5 mm. This means that precipitation ob-
jects associated with a depth of less than 0.5 mm were trimmed- 
off.  

iii. Precipitation object filtering according to size criteria. We 
defined a minimum object area corresponding to two pixels of the 
finest-resolution product (~39 km2).  

iv. Morphologically closing of the precipitation objects found in step 
(iii). For this, a dilation-and-erosion algorithm was used to refine 
precipitation objects (Fig. 5d); dilation expands objects while 
erosion removes the boundaries of the expansion. 

v. Extraction of physical (centroid and extension area) and meteo-
rological attributes (volume of precipitation, maximum intensity, 
precipitation duration) from the objects refined in step (iv). We 
defined that two precipitation objects are considered consecutive 
(i.e., belong to the same event) when the time between their 
appearance is shorter than 3 h. This threshold was also calibrated 
on a trial-and-error basis. 

3.3. Classification of precipitation events associated with extreme 
hydrologic events 

From the CCA, two attributes of each precipitation event were 
derived: the extension of the precipitation objects (local and spatial 
extensive) and the duration of the events (short and long). As a result, 
four precipitation event classes could be defined: i) Local and short- 
duration extreme events (LSE), ii) Local and long-duration extreme 
events (LLE), iii) Spatially extensive extreme events (SEE), and iv) 
Spatially extensive and long-duration extreme events (SLE) (Lav-
erde-Barajas et al., 2019). For instance, for given thresholds of 50 km2 

and 7 h, the LLE class will be defined by events with precipitation objects 
whose areal extension is less than 50 km2, and whose duration is longer 
than 7 h. 

3.4. Development of peak runoff forecasting models 

The forecasting of peak runoffs was obtained by summing up the 
forecasts of two internal models, one model for baseflow and one model 
for directflow. The purpose of separating total flow into baseflow and 
directflow was to characterize and separately model the different orders 
of magnitude of hydrological processes (Willems, 2009). The flow sep-
aration was done for the base model (considering all extreme hydro-
logical events) as well as for each precipitation event class (see Fig. 3). 
All the models were developed using the RF algorithm for regression, 
which is detailed in the following subsection. 

For the baseflow model, we assumed a slow (neglectable) response of 
this subflow to precipitation. As a result, baseflow is assumed to be 
solely affected by gradual changes in the past baseflow, i.e., fully 
autoregressive. On the contrary, the quick response of directflow to 
precipitation was assumed to be influenced by changes in precipitation 
and directflow. 

The input feature space construction for the RF models was con-
ducted following the methodology used by Muñoz et al. (2018). In 
summary, the input feature space was formed by three elements. First, 

Fig. 3. Scheme of the methodology for developing peak runoff forecasting 
models, (a) extreme peak runoff selection and flow separation, (b) satellite 
precipitation processing, and (c) forecast modeling approach. 
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hourly precipitation (for each pixel) and runoff timeseries (i.e., baseflow 
and directflow). Second, two precipitation characteristics from the CCA: 
total volume and total area of the precipitation objects. And third, past 
lag information of precipitation (for each pixel) and runoff. The number 
of precipitation and runoff lags were determined according to statistical 
correlation analyses: partial- and auto-correlation functions for runoff, 
and cross-correlation functions for precipitation. 

Moreover, we performed a feature selection analysis to reduce the 
input dimension of the RF models. For this, we used a sensitivity analysis 
aimed at calculating the relative importance of each feature to the 
output (Cortez, 2010). This is done by measuring the variance of the 
output produced by a single feature without considering the interaction 
between features. The purpose was to retain only features accounting for 
at least 80% of the total relative importance. The variance produced by a 
single feature (Vk) and its relative importance (Rk) can be calculated 

using equations (1) and (2), respectively. 

Vk =

∑L

j=1
[ŷt− k(j) − ŷt− k(j)]

2

L − 1
(equation 1)  

Rk =
Vk

∑m

i=1
Vi

. 100 % (equation 2)  

Where, ŷt− k(j) is the model output obtained by holding all m features at 
their average values except ŷt− k(j), which varies through its entire range 
with j ∈ {1,…, L} levels. 

Fig. 4. (a) Directflow and baseflow separation from the total flow time series at the outlet of the Jubones basin. Peak flow events selected with the WETSPRO tool are 
displayed as blue dots. (b) Exceedance probability of total flow for the study period (01/01/2019 to 13/06/2022). 

Fig. 5. Precipitation identification with an object-based Connected Component Analysis (CCA) Illustration of the PERSIAN-CCS 2021-12-25 05:00 UTC image. (a) 
Jubones basin boundary, (b) Precipitation identification in mm from the PERSIANN-CCS product, (c) Identification of three precipitation objects with the CCA, and 
(d) Final identification of two precipitation objects after object size filtering and morphological closing. 
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3.4.1. Random Forest (RF) for regression 
RF is a ML technique of supervised learning where multiple decor-

related regression trees are constructed by relating the input feature 
space with output(s) (Breiman, 2001). A regression tree is a tree-like 
regression model, with the zero-order regression models (i.e. con-
stants) in the leaves, also proposed by Breiman (2017). For this, a set of 
hierarchically organized conditions are successively applied to the input 
feature space. The success of the RF algorithm is attributed to a bagging 
technique that randomly selects multiple resampled datasets from the 
input feature space. This assures decorrelation between stochastically 
formed trees (models). 

The RF forecasting models were implemented using the scikit-learn 
package for ML in Python® version 3.7 (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The 
full explanation of the RF algorithm is available in Breiman (2001), and 
can be summarized as:  

i. Determination of multiple random bootstrap samples from the 
input feature space. Each sample is used to form a single regres-
sion tree. For the construction of each bootstrap, the out-of-bag 
(OOB) process is applied with approximately two-thirds of the 
input feature space. This ensures unbiased estimates of the 
regression, and more importantly, enables calculation of the 
generalization error (OOB error) which is comparable as using an 
independent testing subset of the same size as the training subset 
(Breiman, 2001).  

ii. Splitting of the data for each sample determined in step (i). This 
process is performed at each node of each tree. Here, a maximum 
number of features must be defined to perform the best split from 
the total number of predictors in the feature space. The objective 
is to avoid overfitting by ensuring the variety and nonexistence of 
duplicated models.  

iii. Growth of all the models formed in step (i) with the splits defined 
in step (ii). For this, a maximum size must be defined either by 
setting a hyperparameter controlling the maximum depth or the 
minimum number of samples expected in the final node. Con-
trolling the maximum size of a tree (pruning) aims at reducing the 
structural complexity of the model, leading to noise reduction 
and model parsimony.  

iv. Determination of the regression output as the mean response 
from all regression trees. 

The implementation of the RF demands the tuning of several 
hyperparameters. For hydrological applications, the most influencing 
hyperparameters are the number of trees (n_trees), the maximum depth 
for pruning (max_depth), and the maximum number of features to 
perform the splits (max_features) (Contreras et al., 2021). We obtained 
the optimal combination of these three hyperparameters based on a 
random grid search implemented under a 10-fold cross-validation al-
gorithm to prevent overfitting. The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) co-
efficient (defined in the following subsection) between simulations and 
observations was used as a measure of agreement for the training subsets 
of each model. Table 1 shows the search space (domain) of the selected 
RF hyperparameters for the optimization task. 

3.4.2. Model evaluation 
For model evaluation, instead of selecting a fraction of the total 

number of peak flow events for training/testing purposes, we employed 
the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) algorithm (Haddad et al., 
2013). This means that each event was treated as an independent testing 
subset while the remaining events served for training purposes. In the 
end, the overall performance of a model (NSE) was calculated by aver-
aging the NSE coefficients on the testing subsets when all events were 
tested separately. This was done since only a few number of events 
might available after the classification task. 

For each event, we simulated the peak runoff inside a 24-h window 
for capturing the entire hydrograph. To quantify model performance, we 
used a collection of four metrics following the guidelines proposed by 
Moriasi et al. (2007). The NSE coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) was 
set as the reference metric for measuring and comparing the overall fit of 
model simulations to observations. The evaluation was complemented 
with the Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) (Gupta et al., 2009) to account for 
peak flow underestimations and low flow overestimations, the Percent 
Bias (PBIAS), and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Moreover, we 
contrasted the average NSE coefficients of each model with the corre-
spondent OOB errors (also calculated as NSE coefficients). The corre-
sponding equations are listed in Table 2. 

4. Results 

4.1. Object-based CCA and precipitation-event classification 

First, CCA results for the 81 nearly-independent peak flow events 
obtained in section 3.1 showed that for 15 events (19%) there was no 
clear precipitation signal from the PERSIANN-CCS product. For these 15 
cases, we applied the CCA to the IMERG-ER dataset. The utility of the 
precipitation modular approach (section 3.2) can be seen in the peak 
hydrological events depicted in Fig. 6. For the event from 2019 to 07-13 
20:00 to 2019-07-14 20:00 UTC (Fig. 6a), it seemed evident that the 
higher resolution of the PERSIANN-CCS product lead to a stronger 
precipitation-runoff relation when compared to precipitation obtained 
from the IMERG-ER product. Thus, the precipitation data from the 
PERSIANN-CCS were used to feed the forecasting models. The opposite 
was true for the event from 2019 to 10-07 at 16:00 to 2019-10-08 at 
16:00 UTC (Fig. 6b), where the PERSIANN-CCS signal was nonexistent 
for almost 24 h before the runoff peak, whereas there is a significant 
amount of precipitation from the IMERG-ER product. 

From the CCA, we derived duration and extension thresholds of 7 h 
and 50 km2, respectively (Fig. 7). These thresholds served to classify 
peak runoff events into the four precipitation classes, 23 events for the 
LSE class, 24 for the LLE, 25 for the SEE, and 9 for the SLE. Moreover, 
analysis of the centroid occurrence of the precipitation objects did not 
reveal any precipitation hotspot in the basin that could be associated 

Table 1 
Search space of the RF hyperparameters.  

Hyperparameter Domain 

n_treesa 20; 1000; 10 
max_features n features b, n features(1/2), log2(n features)
max_deptha 40; 800; 10  

a Domain defined by min, max, and increment. 
b n_features refers to the number of estimators (features) in the input feature 

space. 

Table 2 
Performance metrics.  

Metric Equation Range Ideal value 

NSE 
1 −

∑n
i=1(Qs(i) − Qo(i))2

∑n
i=1(Qo(i) − Qo)

2 

− ∞,1 1 

KGE 1 −

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(r − 1)2 + (α − 1)2
+ (β − 1)2

√
− ∞,1 1 

PBIAS 
∑n

i=1(Qs − Qo)
∑n

i=1Qo 
x 100% 

− 100, + ∞ 0 

RMSE ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n
∑n

i=1
(Qs − Qo)

2
√ 0, + ∞ 0 

Where n is the number of instances, Qs(i) is the simulated runoff at time i , Qo(i) is 
observed runoff at time i, Qo is the mean observed runoff, Qs is the mean 

simulated runoff, r is the correlation coefficient between Qs and Qo, α =
σs

σo 
is the 

variability ratio, β =
Qs

Qo 
is the bias ratio, and σ stands for the standard deviation.  
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with peak runoff events (see Fig. 8). There was no evidence that centroid 
occurrence is driven or can be related to any physical attribute of the 
Jubones basin (e.g., soil type, land use, elevation, topography, etc.). This 
might indicate the nonexistence of orographic precipitation 

enhancement (i.e., cloud formation due to orographic lifting of air 
masses). 

As mentioned in section 3.4, the input feature space to each model 
with a certain lead time was partly formed with lagged information of 

Fig. 6. Illustration of the need of the satellite precipitation-retrieval modular approach. (a) Significant amount of precipitation better estimated by the PERSIANN- 
CCS product for the extreme hydrological event from 2019 to 07-13 18:00 to 2019-07-14 18:00 UTC. (b) Significant amount of precipitation better estimated by the 
IMERG-ER product for the extreme event 2019-10-07 12:00 to 2019-10-08 12:00 UTC. 

Fig. 7. Meteorological precipitation information retrieved from 81 extreme hydrological events: (a) maximum intensity, (b) event duration, (c) total volume, and (d) 
maximum area. 
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precipitation and runoff. For runoff, results of the partial- and auto- 
correlation functions suggested using 12 lags (hours), with a 95% con-
fidence level for both correlation values. Similarly, for precipitation, the 
cross-correlation function determined correlations higher than 0.2 for 
13 lags (hours). Cross-correlation results are consistent with the esti-
mated concentration-time of the Jubones basin. The concentration-time 
was estimated at 11 h by averaging the outputs of the equations of the U. 
S. Army Corps of Engineers, Johnstone, and Giandotti, being the equa-
tions recommended in de Almeida et al. (2014) for the basin extension. 
For the RF hyperparameterization of each model, we obtained averaged 
NSE coefficients between simulations and observations always higher 
than 0.98. Table 3 exemplifies the optimized combination of hyper-
parameters found for the forecasting models of 1-h lead time. 

Concerning model efficiencies, Table 4 presents the averaged per-
formance metrics for the base models, and for the specialized peak 
runoff forecasting models. In all cases, we present separately the per-
formances for the baseflow, directflow, and the resulting total flow. The 
color mapping of this table was done on a column-by-column basis. This 
allows comparing the performances of the models (for a given metric) 
across lead times, and between the base and the specialized models. The 
darkest colors represent the best performances. 

The first striking result visible in this table is that the base models 
proved to be satisfactory, with NSE coefficients (LOOCV) for total flow 
varying from 0.86 to 0.59, for lead times between 1 and 6 h, respec-
tively. We contrasted these values with the NSE coefficients obtained for 

the validation subset, i.e., OOB errors (results not shown), and we found 
an overall pattern for the OOB errors to be higher than NSE values using 
the LOOCV. We found a maximum difference of 0.14 for the 4-h 
directflow model, whereas for baseflow models the differences were 
lower (maximum 0.06 for the 1-h models). The higher OOB errors can be 
attributed to the fact that the validation is performed on a randomly 
selected one-third of the training subset; thus, considering the 24-h 
window of each event, it might be possible that most of the scruti-
nized runoff does not correspond to peak values. As a result, the calcu-
lation of NSE coefficients using the LOOCV provides a more severe 
evaluation of the forecasting models. 

Moreover, according to the criterion of Singh et al. (2004), the ob-
tained RMSE-values for the base models were also satisfactory for all 
lead times since their magnitudes were lower than half the standard 
deviation of measured total flow, 126.2 m3 s− 1. The evolution of model 
performance with lead time is explained by previous thoughts and fol-
lows a logical path: the forecast ability of RF decreases with increasing 
lead time. Moreover, it was also clear that the modeling difficulty came 
from the modeling of directflow where NSE-values for the base models 
decayed to 0.36 (6-h lead time). Nevertheless, the satisfactory perfor-
mance for total flow was a remarkable outcome since the input feature 
space was derived from non-validated near-real-time satellite estimates 
using only the object-based CCA as the processing tool. 

Once the base models were evaluated, the further analysis focused on 
the specialized peak runoff forecasting models. First, for total flow, it is 
apparent from Table 3 that spatially-extensive and short-duration events 
(SEE) produced the lowest performances (NSE-values across lead times) 
when compared to the remaining event classes. These results were 
confirmed by the OOB errors, which followed a similar pattern across 
event classes. Therefore, it is apparent that SEE are the major source of 
error for the base models. Here, the hypothesis is that for SEE, precipi-
tation over a mosaic of land uses and soil types produces complex 
directflow responses that are difficult to be learned by RF regressors. The 
reason is that small precipitation volumes over extensive areas might be 
lost before converting into the runoff, especially in non-saturated con-
ditions. Although this issue is strongly linked to land uses, soil types, and 
the saturation state of the basin, such biophysical information was 
neither available (soil type and soil moisture) nor updated (land use) for 
the basin, and could therefore not be used as additional inputs to the 
forecasting models. 

This can be also seen in Fig. 9, where it stands out that overall LSE 
and LLE perform better than the base model, whereas SLE models 
perform almost similar but have the advantage of forecasting the highest 
peak runoffs. For local events, irrespective of their duration (LLE and 
LSE), the runoff response strongly depends on the land use and soil 
characteristics where the precipitation occurs. In these cases, the error 
seems to be absorbed by the RF algorithm by relying on more specific 
trees (higher values for the max_depth hyperparameter). 

Regarding total flow separation for the specialized forecasting 
models, the NSE-values for the 1-h lead time for baseflow and directflow 
were comparable for local precipitation events irrespective of their 
duration (LLE and LSE). On the contrary, for spatially extensive events 
(SLE and SEE), there was a clear reduction in the ability of RF models to 
forecast directflow. This issue becomes critical as the lead time in-
creases, where NSE-values for directflow tend to completely deteriorate 
for the 6-h case (SEE). Overall, for a given lead time, SLE and SEE models 
depicted the lowest NSE values for directflow, and consequently total 
flow. Therefore, the considerably greater amount of precipitation input 
features is rather producing noise to the directflow models. In such 
cases, the forecasting ability tends to rely more on their autoregressive 
power and not on what the models can learn from the processed satellite 
precipitation. 

Concerning the remaining performance metrics (KGE, RMSE, and 
PBIAS), we found patterns similar to NSE, between specialized runoff 
forecasting models, and across lead times. For instance, for any lead 
time, the PBIAS for SEE had the highest values between precipitation 

Fig. 8. Localization of the centroids of precipitation objects (blue dots) asso-
ciated with peak runoff events in the Jubones basin.4.2 Development and 
evaluation of peak runoff forecasting models. 

Table 3 
RF hyperparameterization of the forecasting models for the 1-h lead time.    

Random Forest hyperparameters  

Events [#] n_trees max_features max_depth 

Base model 81 300 21 200 
LSE 23 280 9 220 
LLE 24 250 21 190 
SLE 25 300 21 160 
SEE 9 300 9 180  
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event classes, i.e., the highest propensity of forecasted values to be larger 
than measured total flow. PBIAS for SEE were always higher than 51%, 
with values up to 113% for the 6-h lead time. Similarly, the KGE metric, 

which exposes runoff variability to a greater extent than NSE, revealed 
the lowest efficiencies for SEE for all lead times. Physically, NSE- and 
KGE-values might be explained by the fact that the precipitation-runoff 

Table 4 
Model efficiencies (LOOCV evaluation framework) for the base and specialized forecasting models across lead times. 

  Baseflow Directflow Total flow 
Lead time Class NSE KGE RMSE PBIAS NSE KGE RMSE PBIAS NSE KGE RMSE PBIAS 

1h 

2h 

4h 

6h 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the scatter plots of the observed and forecasted runoff for the base model and the specialized models for the 1-h lead time.  
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correspondence is clear (straightforward) for the cases when either soil 
saturation is reached or infiltration capacity is exceeded, SLE and LLE, 
respectively. The straightforward precipitation-runoff relations seem to 
be well detected by the RF models, especially LLE models, where the 
highest NSE- and KGE-values were obtained. 

5. Discussion 

In this study, the RF algorithm was used to develop peak runoff 
forecasting models for a representative basin of the tropical Andes, 
where physically-based modeling is restricted by the lack of sufficient 
information. The methodology of this study proposes a solution for 
exploiting near-real-time satellite precipitation data even without vali-
dation with ground precipitation networks. 

We developed general base models for lead times between 1 and 6 h 
to account for flash-floods in the Jubones basin, which although repre-
senting a particular solution for the MSF hydropower dam, is useful for 
planning the operation of other dams under peak extreme runoff con-
ditions. In addition to the base models, we focused on characterizing 
extreme hydrological events by analyzing satellite precipitation through 
an object-based CCA. The development of specialized models according 
to precipitation characteristics (duration and extension) served to 
identify the hidden strength and weaknesses of the already satisfactory 
base models. 

The performances obtained for the base models (NSE = 0.87) are 
comparable to the results obtained in other studies using traditional 
physically-based models, for instance NSE = 0.92 using HEC-RAS 
(Belabid et al., 2019), NSE = 0.58 using wflow-sbm (Laverde-Barajas 
et al., 2020), and NSE = 0.94 using the hydrologic-hydraulic HiRes-
Flood-UCI model (Nguyen et al., 2015). And although this study did not 
aim at outperforming physically-based models, a clear advantage of the 
models hereby developed is the possibility to exploit raw near-real-time 
satellite precipitation. This possibility is, however, feasible under a 
modular approach for data acquisition, where a second satellite source is 
used to overcome detection issues of the primary satellite source. We are 
aware, however, that further analyses must be performed for choosing 
not only existing precipitation signals but the satellite source, or even 
data fusion such as the efforts of Chen et al. (2020) and Xu et al. (2020), 
presenting the highest correlations with observed runoff. 

The framework for unveiling the strengths and weakness of the base 
models can be replicated to understand the reasons behind unacceptable 
low performances (e.g., negative NSE), see for instance the study of 
Belabid et al. (2019). The superiority in performance of the developed 
local models when compared to spatially extensive events can be 
explained by the straightforward infiltration- and saturation-excess 
runoff generation processes in reduced portions of the basin. 
Conversely, whenever precipitation is extensively distributed within the 
basin, the forecasting models lower their ability to characterize and 
learn the specificities of the multiple precipitation-runoff relations. For 
such cases, the forecasting ability is attributed to the autoregressive 
dependency in the flow time series. The performances of the specialized 
forecasting models revealed the need to include information describing 
the dynamics of antecedent soil saturation during extreme events. This is 
especially required for initializing the forecast of short-duration pre-
cipitation events (SEE and LSE). The antecedent soil saturation state will 
serve to explain why short-duration and non-extreme precipitation in-
tensities can trigger extreme hydrological events. Given the previous 
assumption, a future direction would be to include satellite soil moisture 
observations to improve forecasting efficiencies in ungauged basins, as 
done in the study of Massari et al. (2018). 

We are also aware that the findings of this study were obtained with a 
relatively shorth-length database when compared to other ML studies; 
however, the use of the RF together with processing tools, and severe 
evaluation framework for reducing overfitting served to ensure the use 
of the models for this study and for the daily operation of the MSF hy-
dropower plant. Particularly, for the Jubones basin, we did not find a 

pattern or hotspot of the precipitation storms that triggered extreme 
runoff responses in the study period. This has direct implications for the 
ability of RF models to recognize patterns and demonstrates the neces-
sity of developing specialized forecasting models according to other 
precipitation characteristics, and not only in distributed modeling 
(subbasins), which is commonly employed by traditional physically- 
based models. Finally, the findings and limitations encountered in this 
study open the path for future research on exploring additional ML 
techniques for the modeling of spatially-extensive events, or even model 
ensemble strategies. 

6. Conclusions 

The main aim of this study was to demonstrate the possibility of 
using near-real-time satellite sources, the PERSIANN-CCS and IMERG- 
ER products, for the development of peak runoff forecasting models in 
a complex tropical basin. A combination of FE strategies was applied to 
assist data ingestion into RF models and to ensure that the optimal 
model structures were chosen. The second aim was to gain hydrological 
knowledge regarding the functioning of the study basin and to unveil the 
strengths/weaknesses of the developed forecasting models. For this, 
specialized forecasting models were developed according to hydrome-
teorological criteria. Moreover, the necessity to use a supplementary 
satellite source for dealing with satellite detection failures was 
demonstrated. 

A major finding emerging from this research is that an improved 
representation of near-real-time satellite precipitation enhances the 
performance of peak runoff forecasting models. On one hand, precipi-
tation classification served to identify the precipitation scenarios 
misleading the learning process of RF models, while on the other hand 
total flow separation was applied to attenuate the RF difficulty to fore-
cast total flow by considering the ability and difficulty to forecast 
baseflow and directflow, respectively. The research also showed that for 
the Jubones basin, spatially extensive events are the most difficult pre-
cipitation scenarios to model without deep characterization of the study 
area (land use, soil moisture, and topography, among other features). 
The description of soil saturation conditions might also enhance runoff 
forecasting associated with local precipitation events, yet their higher 
efficiencies are attributed to the straightforward infiltration- and 
saturation-excess runoff generation relations. 

It is worth mentioning that since the developed models relied on a 
data-driven modeling technique (RF), additional verification is strongly 
recommended as the dataset increases with time, e.g., in a couple of 
years. To convert the developed models into a fully operational fore-
casting system, we recommend further investigation on designing stra-
tegies for choosing not only existing precipitation signals but the 
satellite source, or even data fusion presenting the highest correlations 
with current time runoff. The selection of the optimal precipitation input 
data can be complemented with uncertainty estimation through sensi-
tivity analyses on the different precipitation satellite sources. All of this, 
of course, demands exploration of additional near-real-time satellite 
sources and data fusion techniques, and since we are dealing with hourly 
forecasts, the computation times must also be congruent with the 
desired forecast horizons (order of hours). 

A natural extension of this work would be to better represent the 
physical conditions of the basin before and during a precipitation event, 
not necessarily extreme, which might cause a peak runoff response. It 
would be also advisable to explore additional ML algorithms, hybridi-
zation, and/or model assembling aimed at maximizing the encountered 
forecasting efficiencies. Overall, the combined feature engineering 
methodology employed in this study, and the demonstrated potential to 
use raw near-real-time satellite precipitation sources provide hydrolo-
gists with new tools for improving near-real-time runoff forecasting in 
remote areas. 
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